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Do you want to start your makeup brand? We, here at Audrey Morris, will provide you with the 

opportunity to launch your dream makeup brand with our private label cosmetics! 

Buy Now! 

Private label cosmetics - Your easy way to building a brand 

The whole process of building a makeup brand can be overwhelming and scary, but, to ease the stress 

and accelerate the process, Private Label Cosmetics is an easy and secure way. 

 Private label cosmetics take care of the manufacturing part of building a makeup brand, giving you 

ample time to focus on the selling and branding of your makeup products. 

Choosing from Audrey Morris Private Label Makeup 

Audrey Morris gives you a wide variety of makeup products to choose from, which are ready to be sold 

with your logo under the name of your brand. The company takes care of all the processes involved in 

product development up to the manufacturing of the makeup product. 

That gives you a lower risk and startup cost while lets you enjoy high margins of profit! 

Is Audrey Morris Private Cosmetics Label the right choice? 

The biggest advantage of Private Label Cosmetics is that it helps you build your business slowly. The 

slow pace helps you have a better understanding of the market trends and customer demands. 

With lower stakes, you can easily take risks and experiment as much as you want! That gives you an 

opportunity to create the perfect makeup collection that can help your brand stand out from its 

competitors.   

The Audrey Morris Private Label Makeup Collection 

Audrey Morris Private Label Makeup Collection includes both the makeup tools and makeup products. 

The collection consists of, 

1. Makeup Brushes 

The right makeup brush can do wonders for your makeup look. The Private Label makeup brushes are 

made with high-quality raw material to give you only the best makeup accessories. 

The makeup brushes include individual makeup brushes, makeup brush sets, and disposable applicators. 

2.      Vegan brushes 

A collection of 12 vegan synthetic, high-quality brushes to create a flawless makeup look safely. The set 

includes all the brushes necessary to create professional makeup looks. 

3.      Cheek makeup 



A vast collection of mineral and matte blushes range from neutral colors to bright shimmery shades. 

Audrey Morris private label makeup, with its high quality and intense pigment, will give your customers 

high-levels of satisfaction and every option to create natural to dramatic makeup looks! 

4.      Concealer 

A creamy and smooth to blend formula to help your customers make their skin flawless. The different 

skin shades and intense coverage of the concealer are bound to make it popular among your customers. 

5.      Cosmetic display units 

An organized, attractive, and easy way to display all your makeup products line. The cosmetic display 

units will make it easy for your customers to shop for makeup products. 

6.      Powders 

Giving your customers the luxury feel they deserve! The silky and soft powder pigments help create a 

smooth and flawless makeup finish. Ranges from setting powders to highlighter powders. 

7.      Eyes 

Densely pigmented eye shadows in vibrant colors to attract customers! The intense color pigment 

creates long-lasting eye makeup looks. 

8.      Foundation 

Give your customers the flawless coverage with the different formulation formulae present. 

Foundations range from sheer coverage to full coverage. 

9.      Primer 

A collection of primers from matte to radiant to help your customers have options to choose from! 

10.  Vinyl trays 

Vinyl trays to make it easier to travel with makeup and give you various color options to choose from. 

11.  Lips 

Smooth and rich formulas developed after extensive research to give your customers a library of colors 

to choose from! Ranges from liquid lipsticks, lip pencils, lip shine to conventional lipsticks. 

12.  Beauty Essentials 

A variety of beauty essentials to make traveling with makeup convenient for your customers. 

13.  Makeup Kits with Mirrors 

Different types of makeup kits equipped with a high-quality, fairly-sized mirror to make it more 

comfortable for customers to apply makeup on the go! 

More about Private Label Cosmetics 

LOWER STAKES, HIGHER EXCLUSIVENESS OF YOUR MORE TIME TO FOCUS ON 



PROFITS BRAND  BRANDING 

With Private Cosmetic Label, 
you have lower stakes and 
higher margins of profit. You 
have better control over pivotal 
products and a better grasp on 
the business! 
You save money in the product 
cost which can be spent wisely 
elsewhere. 

With a unique brand of your 
own, you can have better 
control over the quality and 
business of your makeup 
products.  
That gives customer a higher-
level of satisfaction and trust 
over your brand. 

The time you save on 
production of the makeup 
products can be well utilized on 
the branding of the brand.  
You can come up with better 
sell strategies which can boost 
the overall business of the 
makeup brand.  

 

The Private Label Cosmetic guide 

2. Choose Audrey Morris Private Label Cosmetics as your manufacturers. 

3. Create your own makeup line by choosing from our library of makeup. 

4. Create a simple and clean logo to brand your product line. 

5. Place the order along with your brand logo. 

6. Once the mock image has been approved, the processing and manufacturing of the product begin. 

7. Your order gets shipped to you! 

 

Buy Now! 

 

 

  


